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We report tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy and tip-enhanced photoluminescence studies of monolayer and bilayer MoS2 in which we characterize photoluminescence and first and second order Raman spectra in monolayer, bilayer, and inhomogeneously strained MoS2. From the transition of unstrained MoS2 from monolayer to bilayer, we determine a spatial resolution of approximately 100 nm through the peak positions of the first order Raman modes. The strain dependence of the second order Raman modes, reported for the first time, reveals changes in the electronic band structure in strained MoS2 that are directly observed through changes in the Raman peak positions and peak area ratios, which are corroborated through density functional theory calculations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Phonons in atomically thin transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are directly affected by a wide range of material characteristics including number of layers, strain, electronic band structure, and defects. Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool to directly detect these and various other material properties through the interaction of incident light and phonons1,2. Resonance Raman (RR) scattering, in which the excitation wavelength is tuned near the energy of electronic transitions, probes additional changes in the electronic and physical structure not
normally detected in conventional Raman scattering. In addition, photoluminescence (PL) peaks that can be present in resonant Raman spectra can provide further information about structural features, such as grain boundaries and defects.

In conventional Raman spectroscopy measurements, the spatial resolution that can be achieved is limited by diffraction and by the weakness of Raman scattering processes, which limits signal intensity for small excitation volumes. Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) enables dramatic improvement in spatial resolution when compared to conventional Raman spectroscopy by employing a metallic nanostructure at the apex of an atomic force microscope probe tip to induce plasmonic localization and amplification of incident light in the immediate vicinity of the probe tip. The plasmonic enhancement induced by the metallic probe can also allow near-field PL measurements to be performed with significantly enhanced spatial resolution. In addition, the combination of atomic force microscopy (AFM) and light scattering spectroscopy techniques in a single measurement apparatus allows information concerning structural, electrical, or other properties that can be probed at the nanoscale using AFM and related techniques to be correlated with that gleaned from TERS and nano-PL measurements that can be performed with similar spatial resolution.

The high spatial resolution and precise positional control attained in TERS are especially useful to characterize materials such as atomically thin two-dimensional (2D) TMDCs, because of the nanoscale variations in strain, layer thickness, and electronic structure that can be present. 2D TMDCs can also sustain large elastic deformations before rupture of the material, which allows realization of localized regions of high strain. Among 2D TMDCs, MoS$_2$ shows a large intrinsic bandgap that makes it suitable for various electronic and optoelectronic devices. The band structure of MoS$_2$ is also highly sensitive to strain, which highlights the importance
of localized detection of strain when designing devices. Strain engineering has been employed, for example, to demonstrate efficient quantum emitters in other TMDCs, such WSe$_2$ and WS$_2$, with enhanced PL intensity.$^{17,18}$ Characterization of nanoscale strain distribution is also relevant to investigation of electromechanical effects in atomically thin TMDCs.$^{19-21}$ Conventional Raman measurements on MoS$_2$ have previously been used to measure changes in strain and band structure through Raman and PL measurements, but generally with low spatial or spectral precision.$^{16,22}$ Specifically in MoS$_2$, RR scattering reveals a complex variety of second-order Raman features that can yield additional information about the physical properties and electronic band structure.$^{23,24}$

We have performed localized characterization of thickness, strain, and band structure of monolayer and bilayer MoS$_2$ using TERS, through both the first order and second order Raman modes, as well as tip enhanced photoluminescence (TEPL). By combining Raman spectroscopy with a scanning probe technique, we can dramatically increase positional precision while simultaneously achieving superior spatial resolution. Using AFM, we identify a region of MoS$_2$ that transitions from monolayer to bilayer and perform TERS measurements that accurately distinguish sample thickness with spatial resolution well below the diffraction limit. We also observe a previously unreported negative shift in the second order acoustic phonon Raman band at the interface between monolayer and bilayer regions. After applying strain to bilayer MoS$_2$ by draping the sample over patterned Au nanopryamids, we detect changes in strain across a half a micron region with a spatial resolution well below the diffraction limit using both TERS and TEPL through the negative shift in the first order Raman modes and the change in intensity of the PL spectra that occur in isolated regions of higher tensile strain. We also show in detail the strain dependences of the second order Raman modes in MoS$_2$ for the first time that further
reveal changes in the band structure of MoS$_2$ induced by applied strain. Finally, we perform density functional theory (DFT) simulations that show that the strain-dependent changes in the second order Raman spectra directly correlate with strain dependent changes in the band structure and phonon dispersion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The MoS$_2$ characterized in these experiments was grown on SiO$_2$ substrates by a standard vapor transfer growth process with MoO$_3$ (15 mg) and sulfur (1 g) powder as the starting materials resulting in MoS$_2$ layers of varying thicknesses. Further information on growth details can be found in Ref. 25. MoS$_2$ was transferred from the growth substrate to either a flat Au substrate or a patterned Au nanopyramid substrate using a PDMS stamp and water transfer process. The as-grown MoS$_2$ is under approximately 0.21% residual tensile strain$^{26}$, which is relaxed under the transfer process. The PDMS stamp is applied to a region of the growth substrate with atomically thin MoS$_2$. To separate the MoS$_2$ from the growth substrate, the substrate, MoS$_2$, and stamped PDMS are placed in a water bath. The PDMS stamp with the MoS$_2$ is then pressed onto either the flat or patterned Au substrate and heated with a hot plate to 50° C. Slowly peeling away the PDMS transfers the MoS$_2$ to the substrate. (A schematic drawing of the transfer process is shown in Supplemental Material$^{27}$ Fig. S1).

Au nanopyramids were fabricated via nanosphere lithography. First, a clean petri dish was filled approximately three quarters full with deionized (DI) water. A glass slide was then inserted into the petri dish so that one end rest on the bottom surface of the dish and the other end is exposed to air resting on the rim of the petri dish. A solution of equal parts 99.5% anhydrous ethanol and 1 μm polystyrene nanospheres (3% coefficient of variance, 2.6% solids-latex from
Polysciences Inc.) was made and micropipetted onto the glass slide in small increments. The solution is then allowed to thin out and roll down the glass slide and enter the bulk DI water. A strong surface tension gradient between the ethanol-nanosphere solution and the DI water causes the nanospheres to self-assemble into ~1 cm$^2$ monolayers on the air-water interface. A silicon substrate was then used to “scoop up” the monolayers of nanospheres onto substrate surface. The wet monolayer was left to dry under a heat lamp. The hexagonal array of nanospheres was then used as a mask for electron beam evaporation of ~100 nm of Al$_2$O$_3$ to form the nanopyramid structure. The sample is then sonicated in toluene for 10 seconds to dissolve the nanospheres and reveal the Al$_2$O$_3$ nanopyramids. Finally, a 5nm/65nm thick bilayer of Cr/Au is deposited using electron beam deposition to cover the entire surface. This results in a relatively uniform array of Au nanopyramids on the surface. (Schematic and further discussion on the nanopyramid fabrication process is found in Section 2 of the Supplemental Material$^{27}$).

All Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence measurements were performed with a Horiba LabRAM confocal Raman system with a backscattering geometry with both 300 and 1800 grooves/mm gratings using a vertically polarized HeNe laser at an excitation wavelength of 633 nm. MoS$_2$ regions characterized by TERS are first located by AFM topographic scanning in tapping mode with an AIST-NT Omegascope, which is also used to determine layer thickness and locate changes in topography. For TERS measurements, a mirror switch was used to send the same excitation laser to a set of external mirrors that illuminate the AFM tip in the Omegascope. A 100 X side objective illuminates our AFM tip at an angle of 30 degrees relative to the surface of the sample with a spot size of ~1 µm and an incident laser power density of ~15 kW/cm$^2$. Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup with tip and sample geometries for TERS measurements of MoS$_2$ on a patterned Au nanopyramid sample. Because
the sample stage moves instead of the tip, optical alignment is maintained throughout. Fig. 1(b) shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a typical tip, from which we estimate the tip radius of curvature from the image to be about 50 nm. TERS and TEPL measurements were taken with the tip in soft contact with the sample surface to maximize signal enhancement. Gold coated AFM probe tips used in experiments were purchased commercially and first tested to demonstrate signal enhancement on a carbon nanotube reference sample.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental geometry for TERS measurements of MoS$_2$ draped over Au nanopyramid structures. (b) SEM image of a representative Au tip used for TERS and TEPL measurements. Raman spectra obtained with the Au AFM probe in tapping mode (red curve) and in soft contact with the sample surface (black curve) with a 300 grooves/mm grating from (c) monolayer MoS$_2$ and (d) bilayer MoS$_2$.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) show Raman spectra from monolayer and bilayer regions of MoS$_2$, respectively. The red curves indicate spectra taken with the Au AFM probe in tapping mode with a 15 nm tapping amplitude. The black curves indicate spectra taken with the Au AFM probe in soft contact mode, which is the condition with which all TERS and TEPL data reported here were taken. Measurements taken in soft contact show a dramatic increase in Raman signal when compared to measurements taken in tapping mode. When the tip is placed into soft contact with the sample surface, the distance between the Au tip and the Au substrate decreases to a few nm, which allows a gap mode to form between the tip and substrate with strong enhancement of the electromagnetic (EM) field within that region that greatly increases the Raman signal as well as the background luminescence. The significant signal enhancement indicates that by placing the probe tip in very close proximity to the sample, we can increase both signal localization and local excitation intensity.

FIG. 2. (a) TERS spectrum from bilayer MoS$_2$ taken with an 1800 grooves/mm grating. The TERS spectrum has been fit to 7 Lorentzian peaks with the numerical labels corresponding to vibrational modes listed in Table 1. The sum of the fitted peaks is shown in grey and shows excellent agreement with the measured spectrum. (b) Schematic drawing of an example DRR process in which an incident photon of energy $E_L$ first excites an electron-hole pair in the K valley, then the excited electron is scattered to the K' valley through the emission of the phonon,
as shown with the green arrow. The excited electron is then scattered back to the K valley through the emission of a second phonon, as shown with the blue arrow. Finally, the electron hole pair recombines and emits a photon.

TABLE I. Vibrational Modes corresponding to fitted Lorentzian peaks shown in Fig. 2a. Peak assignments, where indicated, obtained from Ref. 24.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak #</th>
<th>Vibrational Modes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$E_{2g}^{1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$A_{1g}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$LA(\sim K) + TA(\sim K)^{24}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$A_{1g} + E_{2g}^{2}$ or possibly asymmetry from peak 5$^{24}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Van Hove Singularity in the phonon DOS$^{24}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$2LA(\sim K)^{24}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2LA(\sim M)^{24}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2(a) shows a TERS spectrum for bilayer MoS$_2$ on a flat Au substrate that has been fit to 7 Lorentzian peaks to estimate the spectral positions of the various Raman modes. The peaks have been numbered and assigned a corresponding vibrational mode, listed in Table I, that have been identified experimentally and theoretically in Ref. 24. In our RR regime, the first order in-plane $E_{2g}^{3}$ mode centered at $\sim$380 cm$^{-1}$, labeled peak 1, displays some asymmetry but we found it is
still best to analyze the spectral position by fitting with one Lorentzian peak. Peak 2, centered at ~405 cm⁻¹, represents the out-of-plane $A_{1g}$ vibrational mode. The remaining peaks represent second order Raman modes, which we emphasize we fit to single Lorentzians for convenience, since second order modes generally involve convolutions of multiple interactions.

Most of the second order Raman modes represent double resonance Raman (DRR) interactions that occur due to intervalley resonant scattering of the excited electrons by phonons when the excitation laser energy is near the B exciton energy.²⁴ As shown in Figure 2(b), an example DRR process starts when an incoming photon excites an electron-hole pair near the K valley of the Brillouin zone (BZ). The excited electron is then inelastically scattered to the K’ valley by the emission of a phonon. After the first scattering process, the excited electron is inelastically scattered back to the K valley by the emission of a second phonon, where then the electron-hole pair recombines and emits a photon. Which phonons can mediate this scattering interaction is governed by energy and momentum conservation constraints. In our work, the DRR process describes the scattering of excited electrons by longitudinal acoustic (LA) and transverse acoustic (TA) phonons associated with Raman modes represented by peaks 3, 6, and 7.²⁴

From Ref. 24 and as listed in Table I, we associate peak 3, centered at ~420 cm⁻¹, with intervalley scattering of excited electrons near the K point in the BZ by a combination of LA and TA phonons. Peak 4, centered at ~445 cm⁻¹, represents either a combination of the $A_{1g}$ and $E_{2g}^2$ vibrational modes or an asymmetry related to peak 5. Peak 5, centered at ~455 cm⁻¹, represents a van Hove singularity in the phonon density of states (DOS) corresponding to a saddle point between the M and K points in the BZ. Finally, Peak 6, centered at ~465 cm⁻¹, and peak 7, centered at ~470 cm⁻¹, represent intervalley scattering of excited electrons by two LA phonons near the K point and M point of the BZ, respectively. Each Raman mode yields unique
information about the sample. We observe all the first and second order Raman modes in all TERS measurements in both monolayer and bilayer MoS₂.

**FIG. 3.** Contour maps of the conduction band edge energy minimum calculated from density functional theory band structure simulations for (a) monolayer (a = 3.2139 Å) and (b) bilayer (a = 3.2201 Å) MoS₂. We take E = 0 to be at the corresponding top of the valence band in monolayer and bilayer MoS₂. (c) Cut of the band structure along the high symmetry directions in k for unstrained (black curve), -0.5% applied hydrostatic strain (red curve), and +0.5% applied hydrostatic strain bilayer (blue curve) MoS₂. The high symmetry points (Γ, Q, K, M) are indicated by the green dashed lines.

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show contour plots of the conduction band edge energies from the band structure in monolayer and bilayer MoS₂, respectively, calculated from DFT simulations. The conduction band minimum at the Q point in the BZ decreases in energy relative to the conduction band minimum at the K point in the BZ from monolayer to bilayer. Fig. 3(c) shows a cut of the band structure for the high symmetry directions and points (Γ, Q, K, M) in the BZ for unstrained, -0.5% applied hydrostatic strain, and +0.5% applied hydrostatic strain bilayer MoS₂. The strain behavior of the conduction band minima at the various high symmetry points varies, most notably with a larger decrease in the conduction band minimum at the K point relative to
the decrease at the Q point with higher applied strain. The strain dependence of the band structure agrees with previous theoretical work on bulk MoS$_2$, which has a similar band structure to bilayer MoS$_2$.\textsuperscript{29}

FIG. 4. (a) AFM image of MoS$_2$ transferred onto a flat Au substrate. The solid white linecut traverses a transition from a bilayer to a monolayer region, delineated by the white dashed line. (b) AFM topography for the white linecut shown in (a). The blue and red lines highlight the bilayer and monolayer regions, respectively, with a step height between the regions of $\sim$0.6 nm.
TEPL and TERS measurements taken along the line cut in (a) across the monolayer to bilayer transition region. The blue and red lines highlight the average constant values in the bilayer and monolayer regions (c) (Top Panel) Position of the PL peak associated with the A exciton and trion (black points) and Peak PL intensity (blue points) along the line cut. (Bottom panel) Raman peak positions for the second order Raman modes associated with the van Hove singularity in the phonon DOS and scattering of electrons by longitudinal acoustic phonons near the K and M points in the BZ. (d) Raman peak positions for (top panel) first order out-of-plane $A_{1g}$ mode and (bottom panel) second order in-plane $E_{2g}^1$ mode. The insets for the top and bottom panels show schematic drawings for the movement of the atoms in the corresponding vibrational modes.

A. Unstrained MoS$_2$

Fig. 4(a) shows an AFM image of MoS$_2$ that has been transferred onto a flat Au substrate. The region shown features both monolayer and bilayer regions where the solid white line indicates a line cut across a transition region from monolayer to bilayer. The topography along the line cut, shown in Fig. 4(b), indicates a clear change in thickness of the sample with a step height of approximately 0.6 nm, which is consistent with the layer thickness of MoS$_2$ of 0.65 nm found in previous AFM measurements.$^{30}$ An optical image of the larger sample area is shown in Figure S2(a) in the Supplemental Material.$^{27}$

TEPL and TERS measurements were taken along the same line cut indicated in Fig. 4(a). The layer thickness of MoS$_2$ is directly detectable using PL and Raman, with PL measurements showing a general decrease in PL intensity$^{31,32}$ with increasing layer thickness. In particular, MoS$_2$ exhibits a transition from direct bandgap for monolayer thickness to indirect bandgap for bilayer thickness, which leads to clear differences in both the PL intensity$^{31,32}$ and a shift in the A excitonic peak to longer wavelengths$^{26}$ in the PL spectra between monolayer and bilayer MoS$_2$. 
The top panel of Fig. 4(c) shows the position of the A excitonic PL peak and the peak PL intensity of TEPL measurements taken along the linecut indicated in Fig. 4(a). The A excitonic PL peak, which is associated with emission from both the uncharged excitons and charged excitons (trions) of the A excitonic transition, is fit to one Lorentzian to determine the peak position. The behavior of the PL peak position and the PL intensity clearly indicates separate monolayer and bilayer regions in the MoS$_2$ that correspond very well with the topographic transition observed in AFM, with increasing layer thickness resulting, as expected, in a shift to longer wavelengths of the A excitonic peak position as well as decreasing peak PL intensity. As reported in previous work, there is significant PL quenching from the substrate specifically in monolayer MoS$_2$ that mitigates the change in PL intensity from monolayer to bilayer. The width of the transition region from monolayer to bilayer, which includes TEPL spatial resolution and carrier diffusion lengths, is approximately half a micron. The transition region width of the TEPL measurement is comparable to carrier diffusion lengths reported on exfoliated few-layer MoS$_2$, but it should be noted that the MoS$_2$ we are measuring contains both monolayer and bilayer regions and is in close proximity to Au.

The top and bottom panels of Fig. 4(d) show the behavior of the first order Raman peak positions associated with the out-of-plane $A_{1g}$ and the in-plane $E_{2g}^1$ vibrational modes, respectively, from the TERS measurements taken along the same line cut across the monolayer to bilayer transition region. The insets show corresponding schematics that illustrate the movement of the atoms for the corresponding vibrational modes. In previous work, increasing layer thickness of MoS$_2$ results in increasing separation between the Raman peaks associated with the $E_{2g}^1$ and $A_{1g}$ modes. There is a clear delineation of the monolayer and bilayer regions with the expected behavior of increasing layer thickness resulting in greater separation.
between the first order Raman modes. The width of the transition region from monolayer to bilayer for the Raman peak position associated with the out-of-plane $A_{1g}$ mode indicates a spatial resolution of approximately 100 nm, well below the illumination spot size of ~1 μm employed in these measurements. The separation observed between the $E_{2g}^{1}$ and $A_{1g}$ modes in the TERS experiments was ~26 cm$^{-1}$ and ~29 cm$^{-1}$ for monolayer and bilayer MoS$_2$, respectively, which is greater than the corresponding ~19 cm$^{-1}$ and ~22 cm$^{-1}$ separation observed in conventional measurements with a 532 nm excitation laser performed on the same region of interest shown in Fig. 4(a). We believe the increased separation in the TERS measurements is due to a combination of factors. First, in the resonant Raman regime, the $E_{2g}^{1}$ Raman peak has noticeable asymmetry with broadening occurring towards lower frequencies which would result in a shift of the peak position of the $E_{2g}^{1}$ mode towards lower frequencies and a greater separation between the $E_{2g}^{1}$ and $A_{1g}$ modes. Second, the influence of the Au substrate can result in shifts in the peak positions for the $E_{2g}^{1}$ and $A_{1g}$ modes. Third, the unique electromagnetic enhancement of the TERS measurements could result in shifts in the peak positions in comparison to the conventional Raman case.

The bottom panel of Fig. 4(c) shows the behavior of the second order Raman peak positions of modes associated with the van Hove singularity in the phonon DOS and LA phonon scattering of excited electrons near the K and M points of the BZ from the TERS measurements taken along the linecut in Fig. 4(a). The peak positions are relatively unchanged from monolayer to bilayer, however, there is a clear negative shift in the peak positions of all three modes near the interface between the monolayer and bilayer regions. The origin of these negative Raman shifts is currently being investigated.
B. Strained MoS$_2$ on Au nanopyramids

By applying strain to MoS$_2$, we can observe changes in the Raman and PL spectra that elucidate strain dependence in the band structure and phonon dispersion. We take advantage of the high spatial resolution of TERS demonstrated on a flat sample to probe strain inhomogeneity over submicron length scales. Using nanosphere lithography, we patterned an array of Au nanopyramids to induce strain on MoS$_2$. Fig. 5(a) shows an SEM micrograph of a patterned Au nanopyramid substrate with MoS$_2$ successfully transferred.

FIG. 5. (a) SEM image of successfully transferred MoS$_2$ on a patterned Au nanopyramid array. Areas covered by MoS$_2$ appear darker in the image. (b) An AFM image and linecut of bilayer MoS$_2$ draped over a Au nanopyramid. (c) AFM topography along the blue linecut in (b). Arrows indicate spatial position where TERS and TEPL measurements were taken. (d-f) TEPL spectra taken at points corresponding to the labeled arrows in Fig. 5(c). The black baseline PL spectrum is taken at the point indicated by the circled arrow.
Fig. 5(b) shows an AFM image and linecut of bilayer MoS$_2$ that has been successfully draped over a Au nanopyramid. The linecut goes from the end of one corner of the pyramid to the apex of the pyramid, where tensile strain would be highest, to finally a relaxed flat region. The topographic profile, shown in Figure 5c, yields a maximum height of ~120 nm and width of ~400 nm for the MoS$_2$ draped over the nanopyramid. **To estimate the maximum strain induced on the MoS$_2$ at the apex of the pyramid, we employ two estimation methods: spherical pure bending$^{37}$ and buckle delamination$^{16}$, which results in estimated maximum strains of 1.65% and 1.02%, respectively.** (More details regarding strain calculations are found in the Supplemental Material$^{27}$ Section 3).

We performed TEPL and TERS measurements at the points indicated by the arrows in Fig. 5(c). Figs 5(d-f) show representative PL spectra taken at the points corresponding to the arrows with matching colors, with the red PL spectrum of Fig. 5(d) taken at a point on flat Au, the blue PL spectrum of Fig. 5(e) taken at a point on the slope of the nanopyramid, and the green PL spectrum of Fig. 5(f) taken at a point near the apex of the nanopyramid. The baseline PL spectrum, taken on a flat region, is taken at the point indicated by the circled arrow in Fig. 5(c). The entire evolution of the PL spectra along the linecut is shown in Section 5 of the Supplemental Material.$^{27}$ As shown in Fig. 3(c), tensile strain causes a decrease in both the $\Gamma$-Q and $\Gamma$-K bandgaps in bilayer MoS$_2$, which is analogous to the change in bandgap in locally strained monolayer MoS$_2$ that induces an exciton funneling effect that also enhances and shifts to longer wavelength the PL.$^{16}$ The blue and green PL spectra in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f), respectively, reveal enhancement of the PL spectrum from $\sim$670 nm to $\sim$690 nm in wavelength, with additional luminescence shifted to longer wavelengths, which indicates a lowering of the bandgap energy in the locally strained bilayer MoS$_2$. There is also a significant enhancement of
the Raman modes in the green spectrum from ~645 nm to ~660 nm, which indicates that the unique geometry of the tip-sample junction at the apex of the nanopyramid contributes to the TERS enhancement as well as the PL enhancement. The change in geometry especially affects the gap mode that forms between the tip and the Au substrate when the tip is within a few nm of the substrate. Further discussion about tip-sample geometry and signal enhancement can be found in Supplemental Material\textsuperscript{27} Section 5.

We have performed DFT simulations for monolayer and bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} to estimate the effect of strain on the peak positions of the first order Raman modes. With increased hydrostatic in-plane tensile strain there is a corresponding negative shift in the Raman peak position for both the $E_{2g}^1$ and $A_{1g}$ vibrational modes. The peak position of the in-plane $E_{2g}^1$ Raman mode shows a greater negative shift due to the in-plane strain than the peak position of the $A_{1g}$ out-of-plane mode (Details about strain dependence DFT simulations are found in the Supplemental Material\textsuperscript{27} Section 4). The strain induced in MoS\textsubscript{2} by the Au nanopyramid structures is not completely in-plane or hydrostatic, but the DFT simulations still provide a useful estimation for the strain dependence of the Raman modes.
FIG. 6. (a) (Top panel) AFM topography of the linecut shown previously in Fig. 5b. Raman peak positions of the first order (2nd panel) and (bottom panel) vibrational modes along the nanopyramid linecut. The insets show schematic drawings of the movement of the atoms for the corresponding vibrational modes. (b) Raman peak positions (with error bars) of the second order modes along the line cut (AFM topography shown in the top panel) related to (2nd panel) longitudinal and transverse acoustic phonon scattering of electrons near the K point in the BZ.
and (third panel) only longitudinal acoustic phonon scattering of electrons near the K point. (Bottom Panel) Raman peak areas (with error bars) of the second order mode associated with LA phonon scattering of excited electrons near the K point in the BZ (black squares) and the second order mode associated with LA phonon scattering of excited electrons near the M point in the BZ (red circles). (c) Phonon dispersion for the acoustic phonon modes calculated using DFT simulations for unstrained (blue curve), +0.5% applied hydrostatic strain (red curve), and +1.0% applied hydrostatic strain (orange curve) bilayer MoS2. The phonon modes represent the out-of-plane (ZA), in-plane transverse (TA), and in-plane longitudinal (LA) acoustic vibrational modes. The high symmetry points (Γ, Q, K, M) are indicated by the green dashed lines.

Fig. 6(a) shows the behavior of the Raman peak positions associated with the $E_{2g}^1$ and $A_{1g}$ vibrational modes, respectively, from TERS measurements taken along the same linecut of bilayer MoS2 draped over the Au nanopyramid with corresponding topography indicated in Figure 6c. Both the Raman peak positions of the $E_{2g}^1$ and $A_{1g}$ vibrational modes show a negative shift as the tensile strain increases at the apex of the nanopyramid. The negative shift is larger for the in-plane $E_{2g}^1$ mode when compared to the out-of-plane $A_{1g}$ mode which agrees with both previous results\textsuperscript{22} and DFT simulations. \textbf{We do not observe significant splitting of the $E_{2g}^1$ mode due to strain which has been observed to occur at uniaxial strains above 1.0%, which breaks symmetry.}\textsuperscript{38} \textbf{The strain induced by the Au nanopyramids is biaxial and does not contribute as significantly to symmetry breaking of the $E_{2g}^1$ mode.}

The effects of strain on the second order Raman modes of MoS2 have not been previously studied in detail. The second order Raman modes of MoS2 related to DRR processes are sensitive specifically to changes in the momentum and energy conservation constraints that govern which transitions and states in the BZ participate in resonant interactions and in turn
make them a useful tool to observe how strain causes distortions in the electronic band structure. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the strain dependence of the second order Raman modes from TERS measurements taken along the same linecut of bilayer MoS$_2$ draped over the Au nanopyramid with corresponding topography indicated in the top panel. As shown in the second panel of Fig. 6(b), there is a negative shift of the Raman peak position of the second order DRR mode associated with resonant scattering of excited electrons by both LA and TA phonons near the K point in the BZ (peak 3) as the TERS measurement location moves from the relaxed flat region to the region of highest tensile strain at the apex of the pyramid. Fig. 6(c) shows the phonon dispersion for the acoustic phonon modes in bilayer MoS$_2$ calculated using DFT (the full phonon dispersion can be found in Section 4 of the Supplemental Material$^{27}$). With positive applied hydrostatic strain, the calculated phonon dispersion indicates a negative shift in frequency for both the LA and TA vibrational modes at the K point, which would indicate a negative shift in the peak position both for peak 3 as well as for the peak position associated with only LA phonon scattering of excited electron near the K point (peak 6). The third panel of Fig. 6(b) shows the behavior of Raman peak positions for peak 6, along the linecut of the nanopyramid (the behavior of the remaining second order modes is found in Supplemental Material$^{27}$ Section 6). The position of peak 6 does not show significant strain dependence; however, experimental uncertainty in determining peak position may obscure strain dependence. From Fig. 2(a), peak 3 is isolated in frequency from the remaining second order modes, which allows it to be fit more accurately and independently from the remaining second order modes, such as peak 6.

We also observe a change in the peak areas of the second order modes relative to each other. The bottom panel of Fig. 6(b) shows Raman peak areas of the second order mode associated with LA phonon scattering of excited electrons near the K point in the BZ (peak 6) and the second
order mode associated with LA phonon scattering of excited electrons near the M point in the BZ (peak 7). From the figure and the corresponding topography, there is a clear increase in the area of peak 6 relative to that of peak 7 as tensile strain increases near the apex of the nanop pyramid. A decrease in the peak area of peak 6 relative to that of peak 7 has been previously observed in connection with the transition from monolayer to multilayer MoS$_2$, where the K point and Q point conduction band minima become closer in energy as seen in Figs 3(a) and 3(b).$^{24}$ In the monolayer case, when the K point conduction band minimum is lower in energy than the Q point conduction band minimum, K to K’ transitions mediated by the $q_{-K}$ acoustic phonons are much more prominent than K to Q transitions mediated by $q_{-M}$ phonons, as seen from the phonon density of states for allowed DRR processes in monolayer MoS$_2$, as shown in Ref 24. In bilayer MoS$_2$, because the difference in energy decreases between the K and Q points conduction band minima, many more transitions mediated by the $q_{-M}$ phonons will satisfy the constraints on a DRR process, which in turn increases the peak area of peak 7 relative to that of peak 6. Fig. 3(c) shows that with increased tensile strain, the conduction band minimum at the K point has a greater decrease in energy than the conduction band minimum at the Q point, which results in increased $q_{-K}$ phonon mediated transitions relative to $q_{-M}$ phonon mediated transitions. The increase in $q_{-K}$ phonon mediated transitions relative to $q_{-M}$ phonon mediated transitions is directly observed through an increase in the peak area of peak 6 relative to peak 7, which we see in the regions with greater tensile strain near the apex of the nanop pyramid.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

We have probed monolayer and bilayer MoS$_2$ using TERS and TEPL with clear subwavelength spatial resolution. Furthermore, we have created locally strained bilayer MoS$_2$ using patterned Au nanopyramids and observed enhanced and shifted PL spectra in the areas of
localized tensile strain, which we attribute to both a reduction in the bandgap energy as well as greater plasmonic enhancement from the gap mode. We have also, for the first time, probed the strain dependence of the second order Raman spectrum in bilayer MoS$_2$, revealing variations that we attribute to changes in the electronic band structure and phonon dispersion due to tensile strain. By performing DFT simulations, we show that applying tensile strain affects the energy level of the conduction band minimum as well as the acoustic phonon dispersion, which confirms that changes in the second order Raman spectrum functions as a useful probe for band structure and phonon mode behavior. Thus, resonant TERS characterization is shown to provide a powerful probe of strain, luminescence, electronic band structure, and phonon dispersion at the nanoscale. The information learned from these studies is likely to be important for a variety of TMDC-based devices including quantum emitters, and devices exploiting piezoelectric or flexoelectric effects at the nanoscale.

V. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We performed first-principles plane wave calculations within density functional theory (DFT) executed in the PWscf package of Quantum Espresso$^{39}$ using ultrasoft pseudopotentials.$^{40}$ The exchange correlation potential was approximated by a generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the PW91 functional.$^{41}$ Dispersion corrections using the DFT-D2 method were used during structural optimizations to determine the interlayer spacing in bilayer MoS$_2$ structures.$^{42}$ A vacuum spacing exceeding 10 Å was employed in the unit cells in order to separate adjacent supercells. A kinetic energy cutoff of 70 Ry was used, and the Brillouin zone was sampled using a Monkhorst-Pack grid$^{43}$ of 25×25×1 and 15×15×3 k-points for monolayer and bilayer calculations, respectively. Atomic positions and lattice constants were optimized using damped molecular dynamics and the quick-min Verlet algorithm. The Hellmann-Feynman
force acting on each atom was limited to under $3 \times 10^{-7}$ Ry per atomic unit, and the pressure in the unit cell was limited to less than 0.1 kbar. Structural optimizations yielded a lattice parameter of $a = 3.2201$ Å, which is within 2% of the experimentally measured lattice parameter of 3.16 Å. The calculated interlayer Mo-Mo spacing for bilayer MoS$_2$ is 6.2177 Å. Strain was applied to the lattice in the form of in-plane biaxial strain. In strained unit cells, atoms were relaxed along the axis perpendicular to the plane, but were otherwise fixed. Phonon vibrational frequencies were calculated using density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) as implemented in the PHonon package of Quantum Espresso.
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